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RATIONALE 

Homework is anything that children do outside the normal school day that contributes to their 

learning, in response to guidance from the school. Homework encompasses a whole variety of 

activities, instigated by teachers and parents to support the children’s learning. For example, 

parents who spend time reading stories to their children before bedtime are helping with 

homework. 

Homework is an important part of a child’s education and can add much to a child’s 

development. We are aware that the learning experience offered by any school is only one part 

of a child’s whole learning experience and therefore children will benefit greatly from the 

complimentary learning that they do at home. Indeed we see homework as an important 

example of cooperation between teachers and parents. One of the aims of our teaching is for 

children to develop as independent learners, and we believe that doing homework is one of the 

main ways in which children can acquire the skill of independent learning. 

We also acknowledge the important role of play and free time in a child's growth and 

development. While homework is important, it should not prevent children from taking part in the 

activities of various out-of-school clubs and of other organisations that play an important part in 

their lives. We are well aware that children spend more time at home than at school, and we 

believe they develop their interests and skills to the full only when parents encourage them to 

make maximum use of the opportunities available outside school. 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

 

• Encourage children to develop the responsibility, confidence and self-discipline needed to 

learn independently and enable children to understand that independent learning is vital 

to achieving success 

• Enable the curriculum to be covered in greater depth through enrichment and 

reinforcement 

• Facilitate home and school learning links 

• Improve the quality of the learning experience offered to children and to extend it beyond 

the classroom environment 

• Provide opportunities for parents, children and the school to work together in partnership in 

relation to children’s learning 

• Encourage children and their parents to share and enjoy learning experiences  

SCHOOL VALUES AND EXPECTATIONS 

• To make school an enjoyable and richly rewarding experience through the provision of 

excellent teaching and learning and an accessible, inspiring and motivating curriculum 



• To provide a secure and caring environment of equal opportunity where each child can 

grow and develop intellectually, socially, emotionally and physically 

• To offer a wide range of opportunities for the children to develop their personal qualities 

and enquiring minds 

• To enable children to become more confident and independent learners 

• To promote spiritual, moral, social, cultural and physical development within a happy and 

secure environment 

• To promote cultural diversity in an inclusive environment, and to help children understand 

their social and environmental responsibilities 

• To increase and improve children’s opportunities, responsibilities and experiences so that 

they are well prepared for the next phase of education and for adult life 

HOMEWORK GUIDANCE 

1. Each child will have a Homework book or folder to record any task that they do. 

2. The Homework books or folder must be looked after carefully and respected like all other 

books. 

3. Each year group will have clear timings for homework to indicate how long they should 

spend on it (please see below).  

4. Homework is set on a Friday and must be returned to the teacher by the following 

Wednesday. 

5. All homework set will be marked or acknowledged. 

6. It is expected that all homework should be completed to a high standard. 

7. Homework will always involve  

• Daily reading 

• Learning the spelling of words (a maximum of ten words) 

• Learning times tables 

• A small selection of Maths questions (four to six) to apply the skill that children have 

been learning in the classroom. The teacher must provide a clear, worked example and 

steps to success. 

8. Homework will be differentiated to meet the needs of individual children. 

 

 

 

 

 

GUIDELINES FOR TIME TO BE SPENT ON HOMEWORK 



Reception 

• Five to ten minutes daily reading and talking about the book 

Year 1 

• Five to ten minutes daily reading and talking about the book 

• Five minutes daily learning spellings 

• Ten minutes each week for Maths homework  

• Optional for teachers: topic-based project that can be completed over the 8-week cycle 

Year 2 

• Ten minutes daily reading and talking about the book 

• Five minutes daily learning spellings and times tables 

• Ten minutes each week for Maths homework  

• Optional for teachers: topic-based project that can be completed over the 8-week cycle 

Year 3 

• Ten minutes daily reading and talking about the book 

• Five minutes daily learning spellings and times tables 

• Ten minutes each week for Maths homework  

• Optional for teachers: topic-based project that can be completed over the 8-week cycle 

Year 4 

• Fifteen minutes daily reading and talking about the book 

• Five minutes daily learning spellings and times tables 

• Ten minutes each week for Maths homework  

• Optional for teachers: topic-based project that can be completed over the 8-week cycle 

Year 5 

• Fifteen minutes daily reading and talking about the book 

• Five minutes daily learning spellings and times tables 

• Fifteen minutes each week for Maths homework  

• Optional for teachers: topic-based project that can be completed over the 8-week cycle 

Year 6 

• Fifteen minutes daily reading and talking about the book 

• Five minutes daily learning spellings and times tables 

• Fifteen minutes each week for Maths homework 

• Optional for teachers: topic-based project that can be completed over the 8-week cycle 
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